The Role of Occupational Science in Public Health and Wellbeing Practice

How does occupational science link with public health and wellbeing practice?

The scope of contemporary public health is broad and it encompasses the health and wellbeing of populations, communities and individuals. It includes a range of issues from those on a global scale to those involving individuals.

Public health is interdisciplinary in nature as reflected in public health and wellbeing practice.

The characteristics of public health (above) are mirrored in occupational science.

Occupational science can inform public health and wellbeing practice with its insights; it is about studying the things people do - why they do as they do, their experiences of occupation and investigation of the relationship of ‘doing’ with wellbeing (Hocking and Wright St-Clair 2011).

The significance of understanding the meanings of human occupation for public health and wellbeing practice

Public health interventions are based on epidemiology and risk reduction however public health prevention work is unlikely to succeed if the meanings of occupation are not accounted for. In skin cancer prevention for example, the occupation of sun tanning appears irrational and risky as overexposure to the sun can be harmful. However having a suntanned appearance can help young women to feel a sense of belonging in their social contexts (Norton et al 2014). Experiencing such ‘togetherness’ is an important part of psychosocial wellbeing hence interventions that account for such occupational meanings are required (Norton 2014).

Peoples’ experiences of life need to inform public health practitioners (Public Health England 2014).

Global environmental sustainability is a mutual challenge for public health and wellbeing and occupational science.

Human occupations are activities that have meaning and purpose for those undertaking them (Aoyama et al 2012).

Human occupations do not necessarily enable wellbeing and in terms of sustainability:

“Humanity faces the growing irony that ‘human activities’ are both the cause and solution to our current crisis” (Aoyama et al 2012, p. 214).

Pratarelli (2012) has proposed that the term ‘environmental issues’ should be replaced by ‘human activity issues’.

Occupational science has embraced this and Wicks and Jamieson (2014) have offered that new ways of thinking and transdisciplinary research may be part of the solution.
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